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INTRODUCTION 
It is known that the Witt group of a real afline curve is finitely generated 
[S, 71. The method of proof relies heavily on the fact that quadratic forms 
over function fields of real curves are determined by their classical 
invariants. Such a proof does not generalise (even for p-adic fields) to 
answer the following question: Let k be a field such that for every finite 
extension k’/k, W(k’) is finitely generated. Is the Witt group of any curve 
over k finitely generated? (The assumption “W(k) finitely generated” is not 
sufficient, in general, to ensure finite generation of Witt groups of curves 
over k as is shown by (2.9)) We prove (Section 3) that this is indeed true if 
the function field K(C) of the curve is contained in the quadratic closure of 
the rational function field. In particular, if C is a conic elliptic or a 
hyperelliptic curve over k, W(C) is finitely generated. The method of proof 
is to estimate the sizes of the kernel and cokernel of certain residue 
homomorphisms (see Sections 2 and 3). We in fact determine precisely the 
kernel and cokernel of the residue homomorphism for anisotropic tonics 
(Section 5), generalising the corresponding result for rational function 
fields, due to Milnor, Tate, and Scharlau [ 10, pp. 214, 2151. We use this to 
explicitly compute the Witt group of a conic over any field k of charac- 
teristic # 2. 
For all basic terminology on quadratic forms and Witt groups, we refer 
to [lo]. To simplify notation, by a quadratic form q over a field k, we 
mean a nonsingular quadratic form and denote its class in W(k) by q itself. 
For q, q’, forms over k, “q = q”’ means “the classes q and q’ are equal in 
W(k),” “q z q”’ means “the forms q and q’ are isometric over k.” 
* This work was done when the author was an INSA Research Fellow. 
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1. GENERALITIES ON TRANSFER, EXTENSION, 
AND RESIDUE HOMOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section K denotes a field of characteristic 22. If L is an 
extension field of K, the inclusion K 4 L induces a homomorphism 
. 
2 = 1K.L. W(K) + W(L) of Witt groups, called the extension homomorphism. 
If [L: K] < co and s: L + K any non-zero K-linear map, we have a 
homomorphism W(L) + W(K) called the transfer homomorphism, which 
we shall denote by s again. For the definition and properties of transfer and 
extension maps, see [IO]. 
Let K be a discrete valuated field with valuation u, rt a parameter for u, 
and o, the valuation ring. Let K(o) denote the residue field o&r. 0,. We 
have two homomorphisms 8: W(K) + W(K(u)), i = 0, 1, defined by 
8(q) = qi, i= 0, 1, where q = q0 I q1 71, with qO, q1 nonsingular over 0,. The 
map ~3’ is independent of rc while 8’ depends on the choice of a parameter. 
These are called the first and second residue homomorphisms, We shall 
sometimes write a; instead of 8. For standard properties of the residue 
homomorphisms we refer to [lo]. In this section, we relate the extension 
and transfer homomorphisms to the residue homomorphisms in the case of 
discrete valuated fields. 
We begin with the following 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (K, u) be a discrete valuated field such that 
char K(v) # 2. Let L = K(d) b e a quadratic extension of K such that 
v(6)=0 or 1. Then, the integral closure of o, in L is o~[&]. 
Proof: Obviously o,[&] IS contained in the integral closure of o, 
in L. Let A+ p 3~ L be integral over o,, A, p E K. Then 21= 
frLIK(A + P $h E 0,; since 2 is a unit of o,, 3, E 0,. Hence p ,,6 is integral 
over o, so that N,,,(p ,,6) = -~‘66 0,. Thus 2(0(p))+ u(6)>0. Since 
v(6) = 0 or 1, it follows that u(p) > 0 and A + p fin o,[fi]. 
Let (K, u) be a discrete valuated field and L = K(d) be a quadratic 
extension of K with o(6) = 0 on 1. Let wi, i < 2 be the extensions of u to L. 
Let s(6): L + K be the K-linear map defined by s(6)( fi) = 1, s(6)( 1) = 0, 
and let s(6): W(L) --P W(K) be the induced transfer homomorphism. 
Depending on the splitting of u in L, we define S(S): LI, W(L(wi)) + 
W(K(v)) as follows. 
Case 1. L&u be unramified, nonsplit in L. Then $ isaunit in L and 
L(w) = K(u)(fi) is a quadratic extension of K(u), where $ denotes the 
image of $ in L(w). We set S(6) = s(S). 
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Case 2. Let u be unramified and split into two distinct valuations 
w, , w2 ; we then have an isomorphism 
cp: K(o)[XI/(X2-6)rLfw,)OL(w,) 
with each L(wi) isomorphic to K(V). We define S(6)= II, W(L(wi)) + 
W(K(v)) by the commutativity of the diagram 
WNV)) -==L W(~W) 
where sX is induced by the K(u) linear map sX(X) = 1, s,(l) = 0 of 
K(u)[X]/(X’- 6) onto K(u). 
Case 3. Let u be ramified in L. Then L(w) = K(V) and we set 
i( 6 ) = identity. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let L, K be as above. Let 71 be a parameter for v. Then there 
exist parameters 71,, for wi, id 2, such that the second residue 
homomorphisms a:,, : W(L) -+ W(L(wi)) defined with respect to x,,,~ make the 
diagram 
W(L) 
a' = (a:,) 
’ LI w(L(wi)) 
I 
S(d) S(d) 
1 
W(K) ” =” * W&(v)) 
commute, where 8: is defined with respect to 71. 
(4 
Proof: If v is unramified in L, we take rr itself as a parameter for each 
extension of Y to L. If L/K is totally ramified, we set n,= u. J S where 
u = 6 -‘n E K*. If there is a unique extension of o to L, the commutativity 
of (a) can be easily verified (cf. [l, (2.5) and (2.6)]. We shall check the 
commutativity of (a) in the case when u splits into two distinct valuations 
wi in L. By Lemma 1.1, the integral closure of o, in L is o,($] = o. To 
check the commutativity of (a), it is enough to check that 
atos(6)((x))=~(T(6)oal((x)) f or any rank one form (x) over L. We 
assume, without loss of generality, that XE o with wi(x) =0 or 1. We 
consider the following three cases. 
Case 1. Let wi(x)=O, i= 1,2. Then ak,((x))=O. Let x=x,+x, &, 
Xi E 0,, . Then 
641128/l-6 
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which is nonsingular over o,, with discriminant -Nx. Thus 
a;os(6)((x))=o. 
Case 2. Let wi(x) = I, i= 1,2. Then x=x’ -n with w,(x’) = 0 for 
i= 1,2. Let x’=xb+ s’, fi with X~EO,. Then ~-‘~8’((.u))= 
cp-‘( (X’), (X’)) (bar denoting reduction modulo x,.,) = (.?b + X’, . A’) in 
W(K(u)[X]/(X2 - 6)). Thus 
s(6)od’((x))=s,((x;,+x;X))= E) $. ( > 0 . I 
On the other hand. 
with 
x1 XI 
(’ ) .Yb x; 6 
nonsingular in o, so that 
a’os(h)((x))= ;; -?$ ( ) I 
Case 3. Let w,(x)=l, w,(x)=O. Let x=x,+.x, $, xO,xl~o,. Then 
a;.,( (x)) = (x71-1 ) in W(L(w,)) and i36,1((~x)) =0 in W(L(w?)). The form 
in W(K(u)[X]/(X2 -6)) which maps to ((G), 0) in W(L(w,))@ 
W(L(w,)) is the form (Re, 0) where R=K,[X]/(X2--6), e is the idem- 
potent i( 1 + up ‘X), CI denoting a square root of 5 in K(V), 8: Re + R 
is the form 6(Ae) = A2xe where x-lx is treated as an element of 
K(u)6 R (noting L(w,)= K(v)). The module Re over K(u) is free with 
e as a basis. Computing k with respect to this basis, s,(Re, 0) = 
(FG.s(f(l +cc -‘A’)))= (nP’x.(2a)-‘), so that f(T(6)08’((x))= 
(K-‘X(2a)-I). On the other hand, 
s(h)((x))= ;:, ,“o, 3(x,, -Nx.x,). 
( > 1 
Since w,(x)= 1, wJx)=O, we have wi(xo) =0= wi(xl), i= 1, 2, and 
X0= -X,3 in L(w,), u(N x)- wI(x)+w2(x)= 1. Thus, 8’os(@((x))= - 
al<x,, --x.x,)=(--Nx.v’.X,) (noting that u(xl)=O) in W(K(u)). 
Thus, to check that J’ OS(~)( (x)) = S(6) 0 a’( (x)), we need to check that 
the square classes of n-‘x(2a) --I and - Nxn - ’ . X, are the same in K(u). 
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We check (K(u) being equal to L( wl)) that these square classes a I t: the 
same in L(w,). In L(w,), we have 
n-‘x(2U)-’ . -Nxn-’ .,f, =n -‘x(-22cr)-‘Y7x).(x~-x1&)..Y, 
=(R-‘X)2.(-2c()-‘(-2x:.~) 
= (fi)’ ,q 
since a =s in L(w,). Th’ is completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (K, v) be a discrete valuated field. Let L/K be a 
quadratic extension with wi, i < 2 extensions of v to L. If v is totramified in 
L, then for the same choice of parameter for v and wi, the diagrams 
W(K) --% WK(u)) W(K) c?l WK(u)) 
Ii Ii 
W(L) A Ll W(K(wi)) W(L) - PI LI W(wJ) 
are commutative, where i on the right-hand side is (iKCvj,LCw,j, iK(v,,LCw2,). If v 
is ramified in L, for any choice of parameter for w, 8’ 0 i,,, = 0. 
Proof If o is unramified, the commutativity of the diagrams above 
follows from the fact that if q is a form over K which is nonsingular over 
0 i&q) is nonsingular over o,,! for each i = 1,2. If L/K is ramified, 
a;;h rr,, a parameter in L, any parameter 71 of v is of the form rr = u .rc$ 
u a unit of L. We have a’oi,,,(q, I q,z)=a’(i,,,q, 1 i,,,q,z)= 
al(kLqo 1 iK,,ql .4 = 0. 
We end this section by recording a result which will be used frequently in 
the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.4 (Elman and Lam). Let K be a fieZd of char f2, 
L= K[X]/(X’-S), ~EK. Let sx: L + K be the K-linear map defined by 
sx(X) = 1, sx( 1) = 0. We then have an exact triangle 
(1.7-6) 
/ 1K.L 
W(K) T W(L) 
where ( 1, -S ) denotes the map W(K) + W(K) given by multiplication by 
(1, -6). 
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Proof: For a proof see [ 10, Chap. 2, (5.10)], noting that the proof goes 
through even if L = K x K, in which case the map ( 1, -6 ) is the zero map. 
2. KERNEL OF THE RESIDUE HOMOMORPHISM AND WITT GROUP OF CURVES 
Throughout this section, k denotes a field of characteristic not 2. Let 
k(x) denote the rational function field in one variable x over k. Let P 
denote the set of valuations (inequivalent) of k(x) trivial on k. For each 
u E P, we have a second residue homomorphism at: W(k(x)) -+ W(k(x)(o)) 
for the choice of the parameter either a manic irreducible p E k(x) or l/x. 
These induce a homomorphism 
W(k(x)) a=0 U W(k(x)(u)). (b) 
VCP 
The valuation v E P corresponding to l/x is denoted by v,, and the 
corresponding residue field k(x)( u, ) is abbreviated k(x)(m), which is in 
fact k. We write ail = 8;. We recall (cf. [lo, pp. 214, 215) that we have a 
split exact sequence 
0 + W(k) + W(k(x)) -% LI W(k(x)(u)) +O (c) 
VPP 
UfU, 
where d’= (8:)v+V,. Further the cokernel of d is determined by the split 
exact sequence 
0 + W(k) -5 W(k(x))A IJ W(k(x)(u)) -4 W(k) --) 0, (d) 
OE P 
where s = sP is the transfer induced by the linear map k[x]/p + k, sp(xi) = 0 
O<i<n-2, ~Jx~-l)=l, n=degp if v#u, and if u=vao, 
b-=&S a, : W(k(x)( co)) --) W(k) is - identity. 
The question whether the kernel and cokernel of 8 can be determined 
when k(x) is replaced bythe function field of a curve was raised by Milnor 
[9, Remark, p. 338). However, the second residue homomorphism depends 
on the choice of a parameter and hence is not natural. A canonical 
definition of the residue homomorphism for function fields of arbitrary cur- 
ves was made possible in [6] by Harder, Geyer, Knebusch, and Scharlau 
by replacing W(k(C)) by W(SZ(k(C)), where Q(k(C)) is the module of 
differentials of k(C) and W(Q(k(C)) the Witt group of quadratic forms 
with values in Q(k(C)). They define a canonical residue homomorphism 
WQ(k(C)) --J% II Wk(C)(w)), (e) 
wePc 
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where PC denotes the set of valuations of k(C) trivial on k, when k is 
perfect, and they prove a residue theorem which says that s 0 8 = 0, where 
s: Ll WE Pc W(k(C))(w)) + W(k) is the transfer induced by trace. 
We shall now relate the question of finite generation of Witt groups of 
curves over k to the finite generation of the kernel of the residue 
homomorphism d in (e), in the case when k is perfect. We can dispense 
with the assumption k perfect by defining a suitable residue map 
WfW(C)) A LI Wk(C)(w)“), 
W’E PC 
where k(C)(w)’ denotes the separable closure of k in k(C)(w), and by 
modifying the proof suitably. We do not go into details of the proof here, 
however. We begin with the following well-known results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. The map 
W(A) + W(K) induced by the inclusion A 4 K is injective. 
Proof: See [lo, Chap. 6, (1.6)). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. Let q0 be 
a nonsingular quadratic form over K such that for every prime ideal Q of A 
there is a nonsingular quadratic form qp over A, such that q,, Ba, Kr go. 
Then there exists a nonsingular quadratic form q over A such that 
9 QA Krqo. 
Proof. See [4, Corollary 2.51. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and 
residue field k. Suppose char k # 2. If q is a form over K such that d’(q) = 0, 
where a’: W(K) --f W(k) is the second residue homomorphism, there exists a 
nonsingular quadratic form q, over A such that q % q1 Q,., K. 
Proof: This is a consequence of [lo, Chap. 6, (2.2)]. We give a direct 
proof, however. Let q 3 q0 I qln, go, q1 nonsingular over A, II the 
parameter with respect to which 8 is defined, such that a’(q) = q, =0 in 
W(k). Since q, is hyperbolic q, 3 an orthogonal sum of binary forms 
(1 + ,u, rc, - 1 + p27r), pl, p2 E A. To prove the lemma it is enough to show 
that ( 1 + ,u, x, - 1 + ,u,x) represents ux, (u a unit of A), which is trivial to 
verify. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let C be a nonsingular irreducible curve over a field K which 
is perfect. For any choice of a generator of Q(k(C)) as a k(C)-module, the 
map W(k(C))-+ W(k(C)(w)) induced by the residue homomorphism (e) is 
the second residue homomorphism for all but finitely many w E P,. 
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Proof: It is enough to prove the lemma for some choice of generator for 
Q@(C)) as a k(C)-module. In fact, if zl, z2 are two such generators with 
z, =fiz, f~ k(C)*, the diagram 
W(k(C)) al, W(k(C)(w)) 
<.f> 
\ /’ 
al2 
Wk(C)) 
is commutative. At every valuation w  of k(C) with w(f) = 0, a,, is the 
second residue homomorphism if and only if 8, is the second residue 
homomorphism. Let x E k(C) be such that k(C) is algebraic over k(x). Let 
S = {valuations of k(C) extending u, of k(x)} u {valuations of k(C) which 
are ramified in k(C)/k(x)}. If dx is chosen as a generator for Q(k(C)), for 
each w  $ S, i3 is the second residue homomorphism. In fact for any h E k( C), 
a,((h))=d((h.dx))=a((h.p’-’ dp)) (where pEk[x] is a parameter 
for w  which is unramilied in k(C)/k(x), p’ denoting the formal derivative 
of p) = aI(( where d’ is defined with respect to pp’, p’ being a unit in 
k[x]/(p) (k is perfect!). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let k be a perfect field such that W(k’) is finitely 
generated for every finite extension k’ of k. Then, the following are equivalent 
for a function field K in one variable over k. 
(1) The kernel of the residue homomorphism 
a: W(sz(K))-+ LI WK(w)) 
M’E PK 
is finitely generated, P, denoting the set of valuations of K, trivial on k. 
(2) For every nonsingular irreducible affine curve C over k with 
function field k(C) = K, W(k[C]) is finitely generated, where k[C] denotes 
the coordinate ring of C. 
Proof: Suppose (1) is true. Let C be a nonsingular irreducible affine 
curve over k with k(C) = K. Let a= denote the map 
W(K) -+ Lpx W(K(w)) induced by 8 through a choice of a generator z 
for Q(K). For all but finitely many w, aZ is the second residue 
homomorphism, by (2.4). Let S= {w E P, ( 8 at w  is not the second residue 
homomorphism} u {w E P, I o, & k[C]}. Then W(k[C]) is contained in 
W(K) by (2.1) and the restriction of 8, to W(k[C]) maps it into the finite 
direct sum LI,, s W(K(w)), which, by our assumption is finitely generated. 
The kernel of a,/W(k[C]) being a subgroup of ker 8, is also finitely 
generated so that W(k[C]) is finitely generated. 
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Suppose (2) is true. Let K be a function field in one variable over k. Let 
C be a nonsingular irreducible alIine curve/k with k(C) = K. Identifying 
Q(k(C)) with k(C) through a generator z, it is enough to show that ker 8, 
is finitely generated. Let S= {w E P,, a= at w  not the second residue 
homomorphism}. Then S is finite. Let 8,: W(k(C))-+LI,,, W(K(C)(w)) 
be the second residue homomorphism, a,= (a:),,.,,. The map d, restricted 
to ker 8; maps it into the finitely generated group LIwEs W(K(C)(w)). We 
claim that ker(a,/ker 8,) c W(k[C]). Let q be a form over k(C) such that 
8=(q) = 0 and a,(q) = 0. Then a;(q) = 0 for all valuations w  of k(C), so that 
by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2, q N qO 0 LCC, k(C) for some nonsingular form qO 
over k[C]. This shows that ker(a,/ker 8,) is finitely generated, i.e., ker 8, is 
finitely generated. This completes the proof of the propostion. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let C be a nonsingular irreducible affine curve with 
k(C) the rational function field, Let W(k’) be finitely generated, for every 
finite extension k’lk. Then W(k[C]) is finitely generated. 
Proof We first remark that if dx is chosen as a generator for Q(k(x)), 
a,: W@(x)) -+ kp W(k(x)(v)) is the second residue homomorphism 
for each u, with respect to the parameter p(p’))’ and is the negative 
of the second residue homomorphism for u, with the parameter l/x. Since 
ker 8: is independent of the choice of parameter for v, it follows that 
ker ddx = ker 8, 8 as defined in (d). The corollary follows from (2.5) and 
the exact sequence (d). 
Let k be a field such that W(k’) is finitely generated for every finite 
extension k’/k. The question of finite generation of W(k[C]), where C is 
an affine curve over k, is reduced to a corresponding question, when C is 
nonsingular, irreducible in view of the following 
LEMMA 2.7. Let k be a field such that W(k’) is finitely generated for 
every finite extension k’/k. Then, if W(k[C]) is finitely generated for every 
nonsingular irreducible affine curve/k, then W(k[C]) is finitely generatedfor 
every aff;ne curvelk. 
Proof Let C be any atTine curve over k. We may assume without loss 
of generality that k[C] is reduced, since W(k[C])= W(k[Clred), where 
k[Clred = k[C]/nil k[C]. Let k[C] denote the integral closure of k[C] in 
its total quotient ring. Then k[C] = JJi k[C,] where Ci are the irreducible 
components of C= normalisation of C. Thus each Cj is nonsingular and 
irreducible. Thus W(k[ C]) is finitely generated. We have an exact sequence 
(cf. [2, (3.10)]. 
UkCClP) + WUCI) + WkCCl)O WkCCl/Q 
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where (5: denotes the conductor of k[C] in k[C] and Z,(k[C]/(Z) the set of 
connected components of k[C]/E. Since k[C]/QZ is zero dimensional, 
modulo its radical W(k[C]/E) is a finite direct product of the type 
ni W(kl), each ki a finite extension of k so that W(k[C]/a) is finitely 
generated. Further Z,(k[C]/@) is finite so that W(k[C]) is finitely 
generated. 
We ask the following 
Question. Let k be a field of characteristic f2 such that W(k’) is 
finitely generated for every finite extension k’/k. Is W(k[C]) finitely 
generated for every afline curve C over k? 
The condition “W(k’) finitely generated for every finite extension k’/k” is 
indispensable in view of the following counterexample in which W(k) is 
finitely generated, but W(k[C]) is not, for a “rational” curve C over k. 
Let Q, be the quadratic closure of Q, the field of rationals. Then 
IV(Q,) 2: 42H. However, for any finite extension L/Q,, W(L) is not 
finitely generated in view of [8, Chap. 7, Appendix, p. 2171 and the follow- 
ing 
LEMMA 2.8. Let L be a field of characteristic # 2. Then W(L) is finitely 
generated tf and only if L*/Le2 is finite. 
Proof If L*lL*2 is finite, since there is a surjective homomorphism 
Z[L*/L*2] -+ W(L) induced by I+ (1)~ W(L), W(L) is finitely 
generated. Suppose W(L) is finitely generated. Then L(L) = ker- 
nel(rk: W(L) -+ Z/2E) is finitely generated. There is a surjective 
homomorphism 1(L) + dis L*IL*2 given by discriminant so that L*/L*2 is 
finitely generated and hence finite. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The group W( Q,[x] [p ~ ‘1) is not finiteZy generated, for 
any irreducible polynomial p in QO[x]. 
Proof We have a surjective homomorphism 
w(Q,cxlcP-‘l) 2 WQ&)(~,)) -0 
in view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Since, as remarked earlier, W(Q,(x)(o,)) = 
W(Q,[x]/p) is not finitely generated, it follows that W(O,[x][p-‘1) is not 
finitely generated. 
In the next section, we prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let C be a nonsingular affine curve over k such that k(C) is 
contained in the quadratic closure of k(x). Then W(k[C]) is finitely 
generated, provided W(k’) is finitely generated for every finite extension k’/k. 
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3. FINITE GENERATION OF WITT GROUPS OF CERTAIN CURVES 
We begin with the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a function field in one variable over k (char k # 2) . 
Suppose W(k’) is finitely generated for all finite extensions k’/k. Let S be a 
finite subset of P,, the set of all valuations of K trivial on k. Let 
a,: W(K)+ LI W(K(v)) 
06s 
VCPK 
be the second residue homomorphism for some choice of parameters for v. 
Suppose the kernel of 8, is finitely generated. Then, for any nonsingular 
affine curve C over k with k(C) = K, W(k[C]) is finitely generated. 
Proof: Let 8: W(K) + LI,, pK W(K(v)) be the second residue 
homomorphism, 8 = (a:). Then ker 8 c ker 8, so that ker 8 is finitely 
generated. The map a restricted to W(k[C]) maps it into a finite direct 
sum 
LI W(k(C)(w)) 
WEPK 
ow ~5 KC1 
with kernel precisely ker 13. Thus W(k[C]) is finitely generated. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k be a field such that W(k’) is finitely generated for all 
finite extensions k’fk. Let K be a function field in one variable over k. Let 
S c P, be a finite subset such that the map a,: W(K) + LI,, pK, s W(K(v)), 
defined as the second residue homomorphisms (a:),,, with respect to some 
choice of parameters for v, has its kernel and cokernel finitely generated. 
Let L be a quadratic extension of K. Then there exist a finite set s’ of 
valuations in P, and parameters for each v$ s’ such that the 
map ds : W(L) + U,, Pr,S’ W(L(w)) defined as the second residue 
homomorphism with respect to this choice of parameters has both the kernel 
and the cokernel fintely generated. 
Proof: Let L = K(d), 6 E K, and So= {vEP, 1 v(6)#0}. Then So is a 
finite set and if we replace S by Su S,, the kernel and cokernel of as are 
still finitely generated, in view of the exact sequence 
O+kera,+ker~,,,,~ IJ W(K(v)) 
VSSO 
with aso= (a;),,,. We therefore assume that v(6) = 0 for all v$S. Let 
i: W(K) + W(L), s(6): W(L) --, W(K) be the extension and transfer 
homomorphisms as in Section 1. Let i: W(K(v)) + LI,, W(L(w)) be the 
extension homomorphism corresponding to the inclusion K(v) 4 L(w) with 
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W/U. Let S(S) be the transfer LIw,v W(L(w)) -+ @‘(K(o)) as defined in Sec- 
tion 1, for each uEPK\S. Let {r~,},~~ be the set of parameters with respect 
to which 8, is defined. Then by Lemma 1.2, there exist parameters n,,. for 
each W/U, u$S, such that if d,.: W(L)+ UwePLiS’ W(fJw)) is defined as 
d,, = (ak.),. 6 s, for this choice of parameters for w, where s’ is the set of 
valuations of L lying over S, the diagram 
W(L) ‘?s. Ll WUW)) 
5%’ E PL\ s 
.X(S) 
I I 
5(b) 
W(K) -2.5 J3 WK(u)) 
Uf PK\S 
is commutative. Further, because L/K is unramihed for each u E PK\ S, we 
have, in view of Lemma 1.3, a commutative diagram 
W(K) --f& LI WK(u)) 
I/ 
L’EPh‘\S 
Ii 
We LI WL(w)) 
WPL’, S’ 
Further, because 6 is a unit for all u # S, we also have a commutative 
diagram 
W(K) --!% LI W(K(u)) 
I 
r E P,: s 
<I.-ii) 
i 
<I.-d> 
W(K)2 LI WK(u)) 
CE Px\S 
where ( 1, -S) (resp. ( 1, -6)) denotes multiplication by ( 1, -8) (resp. 
( I, -b>) in W(K) (resp. W(K(u)). The assertion that the kernel and 
cokernel of 8, are finitely generated implies that the kernel and cokernel of 
a,. are finitely generated is a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A,, A,, B,, B2 be Abelian groups such that the triangles 
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are exact. Let a,: A1+A2, a,: B1 -+ B2 be homomorphisms such that the 
following diagram is commutative. 
A, -% A, 
Then, if ker a, and coker 8, are finitely generated, then so are ker a2 and 
coker &. 
Proof We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 
F 
O- A1’j? y+ J’ 
s,(B,) - 0 
p,fB’i 
J* 0- A,/v,A,w B2 - s,(4) - 0 
--7 
where 8,, i,, l2 are induced by a,, i,, i,, respectively. By the snake lemma, 
we have the exact sequences 
Ker~~kera,~ker(d,/s,B,) 0) 
coker & -+ coker 8, + coker(a,/s, B,). (ii) 
(a) We have ker(a,/sr B,) 4 ker a,, which is finitely generated so that 
ker(a,/s, B,) is finitely generated. 
(b) We have a surjective homomorphism 
AdalA, + (A,lv,A,)ld,(A,lv,A,). 
Since coker 8, is finitely generated, coker q is finitely generated. 
(c) We have kerF=d;l(v,A,)/v,A,. The map a,:a,‘(v,A,)-+ 
v2A2 maps v, Al onto d,v, A, = v281A, with kernel ker a,. We thus have an 
exact sequence 
Since AZ/a, A, jy2 v2AZ/v2al A, is surjective, v2A2/v,a, A, is finitely 
generated. Since ker a, is also finitely generated, it follows that ker q is 
finitely generated. 
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(d) We have 
coker(a,/s,B,)=s,B,/a,s,B, =ker v,/a,ker v,. 
We have an exact sequence 
Because the group ker v,/a,A, n ker v2 is contained in A,/a,A,, it is 
finitely generated. Thus, to show that coker(a,/s, B,) is finitely generated, it 
is enough to show that (a 1 A 1 n ker vz)/a, ker v 1 is finitely generated. We 
have a surjective homomorphism 
and the map v,: A, + A, yields an injection i? a;l(alAl n ker vz)/ 
ker v1 -+ ker a, which is finitely generated. This shows that a, A, n ker VJ 
8 I ker v, is finitely generated. 
Thus (a), (b), (c), and (d) together with (i) and (ii) imply that the kernel 
and cokernel of a, are finitely generated. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C be a nonsingular irreducible affine curve over k with 
the function field k(C) contained in the quadratic closure of the rational 
function feld in its algebraic closure. Suppose W(k’) is finitely generated for 
all finite extensions k’/k. Then W(k[C]) is finitely generated. 
Proof. Let k(x)=L,cLIc ... c Lk = k(C) be a tower of successive 
quadratic extensions. The kernel and cokernel of a: W(k(x)) --, 
II vcP W(k(x)(v)) are finitely generated; we set 8 = a, with S empty. 
Inductively we can construct a finite subset S,@ c P,, and residue 
homomorphism a,;: W(L,) + LI,, PL,, s, W(L,(v)) which has finitely 
generated kernel and cokernel. In view of Lemma 3.1, W(k[C]) is finitely 
generated. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let C be an elliptic or a hyperelliptic curve defined over 
k. Then W(k[C]) is finitefy generated. 
Proof. If C is elliptic or hyperelliptic, k(C) is a quadratic extension of 
either the rational function field or the function field of an anisotropic 
conic over k [3, Chap. II, Sect. 3, Chap. IV, Sect. 9). 
4. SOME GENERALITIES ON ANISOTROPIC CONKS 
Let k be a field of characteristic # 2 and C: ax2 + by* - 1 = 0 a conic 
defined over k. We say that C is anisotropic if ax: + by: -zT =0 with 
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xl,yI,zl~k implies x,=y, = z, = 0. Let k[C] = k[X, Y]/(aA’” + bY’ - 1) 
be the coordinate ring of C with k(C) the function field of C. Let X, y 
denote the images of X, Yin k[C]. Then k(x) is a rational function field in 
the variable x and k(C) is a quadratic extension of k(x). We denote by P, 
the set of valuations of k(C) trivial on k. 
Let C be anisotropic. There is a unique extension to k(C) of the infinite 
valuation u, of k(x), which we shall denote by w,. The only valuation of 
k(x) which is ramified in k(C) is u, corresponding to the prime 
p=x2-ap1 E k[x]. We write u+-.-I)= v, and denote by w, the unique 
extension of v, to k(C). We define a homomorphism 
8,: Wk(C))+ LI WWC)(w)) 
W.EPC 
(0 
as follows. For every w  E P, lying over u # uoo, u,, we choose a manic 
irreducible polynomial p corresponding to u as a parameter for w. We 
choose as a parameter for w, the element -a-‘b-y. We set 
a,,, : W(k( C)) + W(k( C)(w)) to be the second residue homomorphism for 
the above choice of parameters if w  # w, and a,m: W(k(C)) -+ 
W(k(C)(w,)) to be the first residue homomorphism. We set a,= (a,, a,m). 
As before, we shall abbreviate k(C)(w,) as k(C)( oc)), awm = 8,) etc. We 
shall compute explicitly the kernel and cokernel of a,, thereby computing 
W(k[C]) explicitly. We begin with 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C: ax* + by* - 1 = 0 be an anisotropic conic over k. Let 
go be an anisotropic quadratic form over k such that go Ok k(C) is hyper- 
bolic. Then the class of q. in W( k(x)) is the class of q 1 L - 6q 1, where q 1 is 
aformoverkund6=b-‘(l-ux2). 
ProoJ: Since go Qk k(C) is hyperbolic, by a result of Knebusch [ 10, 
Chap. 4, (5.3)], gorae’(ax*+ by’- 1) go over k(x, y) and hence go 
represents I(ax2 + by2 - 1) over k(x, y) for some i E k*; i.e., go represents 
l(ax* + by* - z’) over k(x, y, z). By Pfister’s subform theorem [ 10, Chap. 4, 
(3.7)] we have, go 3 A(a, 6, - 1) I I(/ for some form $ over k. Since 
b=b-‘(1-ax2)=b-2(b-abx2), (b, -ab)r(6, -ad); i.e., (1, -a)% 
(bS, -ab8) so that qorl( -b6, ab6, b) I $rn’(l, -6) I (Al’s) 1 $ 
with A’= lb, 1” = lab. If I+G represents -1” over k, then I++ 3 $’ I ( -A”) 
with II/’ anisotropic over k. We have qOrR(l, -6) 1 -A”(1, -8) I 
$’ % (A’, -AU) @ (1, -6) I $I’ with rank @<rank q. and +’ 
anisotropic, split by k(C). By induction on rank qo, we have [$‘I = 
[ql l. -6q,] in W(k(x)) so that the same is true of go. Suppose $ does not 
represent - 2” over k. Then Ic/ 1 (1” ) is anisotropic over k and 
q. 1 hrl’(1, -S) 1 (1”s) 1 (A”, -A”) 1 $ 
2: (A’, -/I”)@) (1, -8) 1 (An) 1 $ 
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with I+G I (i”) anisotropic of rank < rank qO and split by k(C). As in the 
previous case, we conclude that [qO] = [q, 1 - 6q, ] in W(k(x)), for some 
q1 over k. 
LEMMA 4.2. The diagram 
W(k( C)) * LJ LI @‘(k(C)(w) 
I 
I’E P W(L’ 
S(d) 
I 
S(6) 
W(k(x)) a LI Wk(x)(o)) 
UEP 
is commutative where 6 = b ~ ‘( 1 - ax2) and s(6): k(C) + k(x) is the linear 
map s(6)(y) = 1, s(6)(1) = 0 and S(6): LI,,, W(k(C)(w)) -+ W(k(x)(u)) is as 
defined in Section 1 for u#u, and s(S): @‘(k(C)(a)) --) W(k(x)(oo)) is the 
transfer induced by the linear map k(C)(co) --+ k(x)(a), yx-‘-+ 1, 1 --) 0 
(noting that yx-’ is a generator of the quadratic extension k(C)(m) over 
k(x)(m) with (yx’)‘= (-b-la). The maps 8, 8, are as defined in (c) and 
(0 
Proof This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 4.3, 
below, noting that u(6) = 0 or 1 if v # v, 
LEMMA 4.3. The diagram 
W(k(C)) ‘“, - Wk(C)(~ )I 
S(d) 
I I 
S(6) 
W(k(x)) ” - Wk(x)(~ 1) 
is commutative, where S(6) is as defined in Lemma 4.2, 8: is the first residue 
homomorphism, and 8; is the second residue homomorphism for the choice of 
parameter l/x for v, . 
Proof The valuation II, is unramified in k(C) and by (1.1 ), the 
valuation ring of w, is ov,[~x-‘]; o,,u denotes the valuation ring of v, in 
k(x). Any rank one form over k(C) may be written as (u) or (~4. x- ’ >, 
where u is a unit for w,. Let u = u0 + u,(yxP’) with uO, u, E o,,. Then 
r (24,x-‘, -Nu. 24,x-‘), where 6=b-‘(1 -ax2). 
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If u1 is a unit for u,, since NU is also a unit for v,, we have 
at,s(b)((u))= (Ui, -Nu.fi,). If ui is not a unit for u,, 3% is a square in 
k(x)(co) and it is easily verified that at,s(6)((u))=O. On the other hand, 
~((6)oaO,((tl))=S(6)(U,+U,.yX) N (tl,, --Nuti,) if 24, is a unit for v, 
and =0 if til=O so that ~~o.Y(~)((u))=~(~)o~‘$((u)). Further, 
aL(u.x-‘)=Oands(6)((ux-‘))=(ni, -Nu.u,), whichisnonsingular 
over o”, if U, is a unit for u, and (u,, -Nu.u,) ‘u (x-‘)~(& -Nd) if u, 
is a nonunit, in which case Nu is a square. In either case, 
a~s(6)((u.x-‘))=O=s(6)od0,((ux-‘)). 
5. KERNEL AND COKERNEL OF 8, 
Throughout this section, k denotes a field of characteristic not 2. Let 
C: ax* + by2- 1 = 0 be an anisotropic conic defined over k. The aim of this 
section is to determine the kernel and cokernel of the map 8, defined in (f) 
of Section 4. We begin by defining the transfer homomorphism 
sc: LI JV(k(C)(w))+ W(k) 
I(‘E P(- 
as follows. Let s,-(u): LI,.,, W(k(C)(w)) + W(k) be the composite SOS(~), 
where S(S) is as defined in Lemmas 1.2 and 4.2 and S: LIvEp @‘(k(x)(v)) -+ 
W(k) is as defined in (d). 
THEOREM 5.1. The sequence 
W(k(C)) 3 LI WW)(w))* W(k) 
H’EPC 
is exact. 
ProoJ We have s,o~.=s0~((6)0a.=soaos(6) (in view of (4.2))=0, 
in view of (d). Let Z= (Z,,) ELI,,,,~~ W(k( C)(w)) be such that se(Z) = 0. 
Then so (b(b)(Z)) =0 and by exactness of (d), there exists a form q over 
k(x) such that a(q) = F(d)(Z). For v E P, u # v,, q0 = d:,(q) = S(S)((Z,),,,) 
and by Lemma 1.4, (1, -6).q,=O for u#u, and (1, -6x-2).qUu=0 
with 6 = b-‘( 1 -ax*). Hence the form q I -Sq over k(x) maps to zero 
under 8: for all VE P, u# u,. Let dt,(q I -6q) =qr. Then 
d(q I --Sq)=sp(qr)=O (where p=x’-a-‘) m W(k) and by (1.4), 
qr = t(4,) for some form 9, over k, i denoting the extension homomorphism 
k --) k(x)(u,). The form q0 = -b-la + qI I 6. b-‘aq, is mapped under a to 
zero in all the components except at u, where aA, = -qr. Thus replacing 
q by q I -b-l a q,, we may assume that d(q I -6q) = 0. By the exactness 
of (d), there exists a form q1 over k such that q I -6q= q, in W(k(x)). 
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Since q1 Ok k(C) is hyperbolic, by (4.1), q1 =q,l-6q, in W(k(x)) for 
some form q2 over k. Replacing q by q 1 -q2, we may assume that 
q I -6q = 0 in W(k(x)). By Lemma 1.4, there exists a form q’ over k(C) 
such that s(6)(q’) = q. Replacing Z by Z-a&q’), we may assume that 
i(d)(Z) = 0 in IIVEP W(k(x)(v)). In particular, Z,, = 0 and for u # u,, there 
exist, by Lemma 1.4, t, E W(k(x)(u)) such that Z, = i,Jt,), i,, denoting 
the extension of the residue fields of v and w, w/u. Since a’ is surjective (e), 
there exists t E W(k(x)) such that a’(t) = (t”)“+“,. Then all the components 
of Z-f?.oi(t) are zero except at w,, i=ik(rj,k(Cj. Since sc(Z-lJ,oi(t))= 
$s)(Z,--a.oi(t),)=O, Z,-a.oi(t),=i(q,,) for some form q. over k. 
Then Z - a,0 i(t) = ac(qor) where q oc = q. Ok k(C) and this proves the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let k be perfect. The sequence 
W&W(C)) ~5 LI Wk(C)(w)) + W(k) 
W’E PC 
defined in [6], where lJ is the residue homomorphism and s the transfer 
induced by trace, is exact. 
Proof. Let us choose 2y dx as the generator of Q(k(C)) to identify it 
with k(C) as a k(C)-module. Let x2+: W(k(C)) -+ W(Jz(k(C)) denote the 
induced isomorphism on Witt groups. We have an automorphism 
B: byp, Wk(C)(w)) + II Wk(C)(w)) 
WCPC 
defined as follows. /?,,: W(k(C)(w)) + W(k( C)(w)) is multiplication by 
2@’ if w  # w,, w,, w/up, /lw, = multiplication by -2--l, and /I,,= 
multiplication by 2X. Then we have a commutative diagram 
Wk(C)) --% LI W(k(C)(w)) SC ’ W(k) 
Wf-WC)) 2 LI WWC)(w))~ W(k) 
W,EPC 
with a 
bottom2<gw ! also exact. 
isomorphisms. Since by (5.1), the top row is exact, the 
THEOREM 5.3. Let SQ denote the kernel of a,. Then, the map 
s(6): W(k(C))+ W(k(x)) restricted to &?= maps it onto (1, -a) W(k)=, 
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where W(k)= = ann( 1, -a, -b, ab ) c W(k) and gc fits into an exact 
sequence 
0 
I 
W(k)/ann( 1, ab) + (1, -a) W(k) 
o- ke:(s(S)/&) - 9&. ‘(‘) + (1, -a) W(k)‘- 0. 
arm< 1, -a)/W(k)( 
I 
0 
We split the proof of the theorem into the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.4. The map s(6) restricted to Bc maps it onto the subgroup 
(1, -a) W(k)C of W(k), W(k)==ann(l, -a, -b, ab). 
Proof Since the diagram of (4.2) is commutative, s(6) induces a 
map gC + W(k). We shall compute the image of s(6). Let qEBc. Then 
s(G)(q)E W(k) and by (1.4), (1, -8) .s(d)(q) =O, i.e., s(6)(q) = 
6 *s(&)(q). Hence aL,(s(s)(q)) = 0 = a:,(s -s(S)(q)) = -ab *s(6)(q) since 
S = -ab-‘(~‘-a-‘), and x*-a-’ is the parameter defining 8,. Thus 
s(h)(q)=0 in W(k(x)(u,)) so that by (1.4) there exists a form q,, over k 
such that s(6)(q) = (1, -a) @go. We have s(6)(q) = 6. s(6)(q) =s. 
(1, -S)@(l, -a)@q,=Oin W(k(x)),i.e., (1, -a, -6,a6)@q0=Oin 
W(k(x)). Since (b, -ab)%(6, -ad), we have (1, -a, -b,ab)@q,=O 
in W(k(x)). Since W(k) injects into W(k(x)), (1, -a, -b, ah) @ q0 = 0 in 
W(k). Thus s(B)(q)E (1, -a) W(k)C. 
We now show that every element of (1, -a) W(k)C is the image under 
s(6) of some element of BC. We first remark that ann( 1, -a, -b, ab ) is 
the ideal of W(k) generated by (1, -p), where p runs over all the norms 
from the quaternion algebra ((a, b)/k). It is therefore sufficient to show, 
in view of the fact that s(6) is W(k(x))-linear, that (1, -a)@ 
(1, --P)EE(~)~~, wherepisanormfrom((a,b)/k). Wehave (1, -a)@ 
(1, -PL) 0 (1, -6) = (1, -p> 0 (1, -a, -4~6) = (1, -p> 0 
(1, -a, -b, ab) = 0. Thus (1, -a) 0 (1, ---CL) E ann(1, -6) = 
s(6)( W(k(C)). Let ZE W(k(C)) be such that s(d)(Z)= (1, -a)@ 
(1, -,u). Then F(s)(a,Z) = as(d)(Z) = 0 (since s(G)(Z)e W(k)). Thus 
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(JcZ),,,,=O and (d,Z),=i(t,), for u#u,, w/o, t,,~ W(k(x)(o)), where i 
denotes the extension i,, of the residue fields. Let t E W(k(x)) be such that 
a’(t) = (t,), with t,, = 0. Then s(6)(2-i(t))=(l, -a)@(& -,n) 
(i = i,,,,,,,,) and all the components of d,(Z - i(t)) are zero except at w,~. 
Replacing 2 by 2 - i(r), we assume that (J,(Z)),. = 0 for all w  # M’, . Let 
a:(Z) = Z,. Then S(S)(Z,) = 0 in W(k) and hence there exists a form q 
over k such that Z,, = i,,,(,.,l ,,,(q). Then s(6)(Z - qc) = (I, -a) @ 
(1, -PL) (qc=q Okk(C)) and J,(Z- qc)=O; i.e., Z- qc~Bc. This 
shows that (1, -a) W(k)c~s(6)($-). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let S= {XE W(k(x)) [8:(x)=0 Vvfu,, ur, @,(x)=0). 
The extension homomorphism i: W(k(x)) -+ W(k(C)) yields a surjective 
homomorphism S -+ ker(s(S)/B’,) inducing an isomorphism 
S/(1, -8) W(k(x))nSTker(s(6)/~~.). 
Proof: Let x E S. The element i(x) lies in BC since 3t.i~ = id:,(x) = 0 if 
vfv,, uw,, a:,, 0 ix = 0, 13: ix = i#&(x) = 0, by Lemmas 1.3 and 4.3. Thus 
i(x)g ker(s(b)/&). Let YE ker(s(S)/@$,). Let yO~ W(k(x)) be such that 
i(yO) =y. We have Co ai = dfiiy,=O (I denotes extension i,,,,. of the 
residue field extension), u #P,, u, , and in a”,( yO) = 32 iyO =O. Let 
r,>~ Wk(x)(u)), v f o,, 0, be such that a:,(yO) = (1, -6) t,,. Let 
IE W(k(x)) be such that at(t)=~,,, ‘du#u,, u,, and ai:,(t)=O. Then 
a::(( 1, -S> t)=df(yo) Vvf u,, u,. Since i(yO)= i(y,- (1, -6) f), replac- 
ing y, by y0 - ( 1, - 6 ) t, we may assume that ai, = 0 for all u # u,, u %. 
Let 8$(y,)=q0. Then 140=I~0,(yo)=a0,iy,=ao, y=O so that 
q0 r q, I abq, for some form q1 over k. Thus i(y, + ( - qt I 6q,)) = y 
and y,+(-q, I6q,)ES. Thus i:S -+ ker(s( 6)/g,) is surjective and 
ker(i/S)=(keri)nS= (1, -6) W(k(x))nS. 
LEMMA 5.6. The second residue homomorphism al,: W(k(x)) -+ 
W(k(x)(a)) = W(k) restricted to S maps S onto ann( 1, -a) c W(k), maps 
Sn (1, -6) W(k(x)) onto (1, ab) W(k)e, and induces a surjective 
homomorphism 
Jk : S/Sri < 1, -6) W(k(x)) -+ ann( 1, -a)/{ 1, ab) W(k)=, 
where W(k)‘=ann(l, -a, -b,ab). 
Proof. For YES, saay=O so that s,~a!,(y)+a&(y)=O, p=x’-a--‘. 
Thus a&,(y) E image (s,: W(k(x)(v,) -+ W(k))= ann( 1, -a>. Thus i?&(S)c 
arm{ 1, -a). Now let q,Eann(l, -a). Let q1 E W(k(x)(u,)) be such that 
s,(q,)=qo. Let qE W(k(x)) be such that at,(q)=-q,, dk(q)=qO, and 
al,(q)=0 for all other v#u,. Then ql -8$qES and a&,(41 -aO,q)=qO. 
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Thus 8 ,:S+ann(l, -a) is surjective. We claim that ak(Sn (1, -6) 
W(k(x))=(l,ab) W(k)=. If z~Sn(l, -8) W(k(x)), then, a&(Z) is of 
the form q1 I abq, for some form q1 over k. Since ak(Z) E ann( 1, -a), 
(1, -a)@(q, Iabq,)=O;i.e., (1, --a, -b,ab)@qi=OsothataL(Z)= 
(1, ub) 63 q1 with q1 E W(k)‘. Conversely, given q, E W(k)=, we shall show 
that there exists ZE Sn (1, -S) W(k(x)) with a&(Z) = q, @ (1, ub). It is 
enough to take q1 = (1, -p), where p is a norm from ((a, b)/k). The 
quadratic extension k(G) is a splitting field for C and hence is 
isomorphic to the residue field k( C)(w,) for some w0 E PC. Let w,, be over 
U,EP. If wo=wm, then k(G) r k(J-ab) so that comparing norms, 
we get (cl) r (ub). Thus (1, ub) @ (1, -,u) =0 in W(k). We therefore 
assume that w0 # w,. Then there exists a form v in W(k(C)(w,)) which 
maps under sc to (1, -p) in W(k) ( 
&f% 
we may choose v to be the image of 
under the isomorphism W(C)(wd) r Wk(fi))). Let 
S(6)(v) = 9 E W(k(x)(u,)). Then s,(e)=s,~s(s)(v)=s~(v)= (1, -/A), 
where p is the manic irreducible polynomial corresponding to Q,. Since 
--s,(e) + (1, -,u) =O, by exactness of (d), there exists BE W(k(x)) such 
that a:,@) = -8, a&,(8) = (1, -p), a:(8) = 0 for all u # z+,, u,. Replacing 8 
by 8 - a&e, we may assume that a%@) = 0. Then a:,,( (1, -6) 8) = 
-(l, -S)e=O, since BEimage S(6) and a”,((l, -S)8)= 
(1, -s/xZ)a”,@)=O, ai((l, -S)g)=O for all a#~,, u,. Thus 
(1, -8)8ESn(l, -s).W(k(x)) with ak((l, -s).g)=(l,ub)@ 
(1, --II). Thus a&(Sn (1, -6). W(k(x))= (1, ub). W(k)=. 
LEMMA 5.7. The image of the map 7: W(k) + W(k(x)) defined by 
q. + q,O (1, -p>, (p = x2 - a-‘) is contained in ker(a&/S) and yields an 
exact sequence 
O----+ W(k)/ann(l, ub)+ (1, -a) W(k)A S/Sri (1, -6) W(k(x)) 
a’ 
--% ann( 1, -a)/( 1, ub) W(k)c-+ 0. 
ProoJ Clearly q( W(k) c S. Further, for qoE W(k), akq(qo) = 
a&(qo 1 -pqo) = 0 so that q( W(k)) c ker(df, 1 S). Let ZE ker(a& ( S). 
Then a:,(Z) =qo Ok k(x)(u,) for some form q. over k. Then 
aA(Z- (qop I -qo))=O for all u so that Z- (qop-qo)E W(k). Further 
aL(Z-(gopI -qo))=Z-(q,pl -q,)=O.ThusZ=q,pI -qooimq. 
Thus q maps W(k) onto ker(at, 1 S). If qo@ (1, ub) = 0, q. I -pqor 
q. I ub6qo%qo 1 -6q,cSn (1, -6) W(k(x)). Further, if q,c W(k), 
(l,-u)q,I -(l,-u)pq,=O since p(l,-u)7(1,-a), p=x*-a-‘. 
Thus there is an induced homomorphism 
WkYann(l,ab)+<l, -a> W(k)& S/Sn(l, -6) W(k(x)), 
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whose image is ker ak. Let ZE S with a&(Z) N v E (1, ab) W(k). Since 
by Lemma 5.6, aL(sn (1, -S) W(k(x)) = (1, ab) W(k)C, there exists 
Z’ES~ (1, -8) W(k(x)) with a&(Z’)=v. Then ak(Z-Z’)=O with 
m = Z. Since q surjects onto ker(af, 1 S), there exists q. over k such 
that Z-Z’ = q. .L -pqo. Thus ZE image Q. We next show that q is injec- 
tive. Let qOE W(k) with q. I -pqoESn (1, -6) W(k(x)). In view of 
Lemma 5.8, below, there exists q, E W(k) with q. I -pqo=q, 1 -6q,. 
Since q. I -pqoeS, dz(qo 1 -pqo)=O=dL(q, I -6q,)= (1, ab) q1 so 
that q,Eann(l,ab). Thus qol -pqo=ql I abpq,rq, I -pq, so that 
q. I -4, = (q. 1 -ql)p. By Pfister’s subform theorem [lo, Chap. 4, 
(3.7)], q. I -ql _u (1, -a) q2 for some q2E W(k). Thus qo= 
(1, -a) q2 I q1 with q1 E ann( 1, ub). This completes the proof of the 
lemma and Theorem 5 modulo the following. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let qoE W(k) with ( 1, -p) @qOE Sn (1, -6) . W(k(x)). 
Then there exists q2c W(k) with (1, -p)Qqo= (1, -6)Qqz. 
Proof. Let (1, -p)@qo= (1, -6)@q, withq,E W(k(x)). We havea 
commutative diagram 
W(k(C)) 3 LI Wk(C)(w)) LI Wk(C)(w,)) LI W(k(C)(w,)) 
M‘ f !+,WI 
S(S) 
i I 
f(S) 
W(k(x)) --f-+ LI W(k(x)(u)) LI WWNu,) LI WWx)(u,)) 
<1.-a> 
I 
L, # I’,,“U 
I 
<1.-a> <I,ax-2> 
I 
WW)) A LI WWNu)) LI W(W)(u,)) LI WW)(u,)) 
c z D,,l’l: 
Since (4 -s> w?1)=Wl, -6) q1)=Wl, -p>qo)=O, uzu,, 
(1, -6x-2) ak(qi)=ak((l, -6) q,)=ak((l, -p) qo)=O, there exist 
q,,., qm for w  # w, such that $6)((q,),,,) = 4Xql), 3W(q,) = ak(ql). Let 
qH3, = %,(ql 1. Then sc((qwLpc ) = sd(q,) = 0. By Theorem 5.1 there exists 
qe W(k(C)) such that d,(q)= (qw,). Then d(ql I -s(6) q)=O; i.e., 
q1 I -s(6) qc W(k). Since (1, -6) s(d)(q) =O, replacing q1 by 
q1 I -s(6) q, we assume that q, is a form over k with q. I -pqo = 
q1 -L - 6q, and this proves the lemma. 
6. WITT GROUPS OF CONKS 
In this section, we compute the Witt group of a conic C: ax2 + by2 = 1 
defined over a field k of characteristic 22 in terms of W(k). 
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We first consider the case when C has a rational point; i.e., there exist 
1, p, v E k, not all zero such that ail* + bp* = v*. Then k(C) is (isomorphic 
to) the rational function field k(t) in one variable over k, and the residue 
homomorphism 8: W(k(t)) -+ LIvcP W(k(t)(o)) maps W(k[C]) onto 
LI ou 5 ,cCcl Wk(t)(v))> in view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. We consider the 
following two cases: 
Case 1. Let -ab be a square in k. Then there are two valuations 
Wl, w27 each of degree one which miss k[CJ, and the residue 
homomorphism d restricted to W(k[C]) maps it onto the subgroup 
dk:(A.,,“,’ IL,? ; p = 0}, of y(k) 0. W(k) (cf. (d), noting that because w, are of 
sequence’ 
W’, are tdentlty) wtth kernel W(k) so that we have an exact 
O- W(k)& W(k[C])~ W(k)---+ 0, 
where i is induced by inclusion and j is given by the residue 
homomorphism into one of W(k(t)(wj)). This indeed is split since any 
rational point (A, 11) on U* + by2 = 1 yelds a homomorphism k[C] --) k, 
given by x--, 1, y + p and hence a splitting W(k[C]) + W(k) to i. Thus 
WkCCl) r W(k) 0 J+‘(k). 
Case 2. Let -ub be not a square in k. Then there is a unique valuation 
u of k(r) which misses k[C] with residue field k(t)(u) N k(G). The 
residue homomorphism 8 restricted to W(k[C]) maps it onto 
ik,k(rj(v,( W(k)) -+ W(k(t)(v)), which is isomorphic to W(k)/( 1, ub) W(k), 
so that, as in the earlier case, we have a split exact sequence 
0 + W(k) --, W(k[C]) -+ W(k)/( 1, ub) W(k) + 0. 
Thus W(k[C]) Z-S W(k)@ W(k)/{ 1, ub) W(k). Thus we have proved the 
following 
THEOREM 6.1. Let C: ax* + by* = 1 be a conic defined over k with a 
rational point. Then W(k[C]) 2 W(k) @ W(k)/( 1, ub) W(k). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let C: ax* + by* = 1 be an unisotropic conic over k. Then 
W(k[ C] ) fits into an exact sequence 
0 -, ~49~ + W(k[C]) + W(k)/( 1, ub) W(k) + 0, 
where W, is determined in Theorem 5.3. 
Proof Since w, is the only valuation which misses k[C], the residue 
homomorphism 8, maps W(k[C]) into W(k(C)(co)). The image 
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aC( w(k[cl) = ik,k(C-)(co) II’(k) 7 W(k)/<& ab) W(k). The kernel of 
a,/FV(k[C]) is still Bc SO that W(k[C]) fits into an exact sequence as 
stated in the theorem. 
Remark. The above sequence is, in general, not split. Let 
C: -(x2 +y’) = 1 be the anisotropic conic over IF& We have a = - 1, 
b= -1, W(R)rZ, ann (1, l)=ann(l, l,l, l)=O in W(R). Thus 
23 c r Z/22 and W(k[ C]) fits into an exact sequence 
0+2/22+ W(k[C])-Z/2z+O. 
Since - 1 is not a square in k(C), (1, 1) # 0 in W(k( C)) and since 
W(k[C])q W(k(C)), (1, 1) is not zero in W(k[C]). Thus W(k[C]) is 
not 2-torsion so that the above sequence is non-split. Indeed, 
W(k[C])rH/4Z. 
We conclude with the computation of the Witt group of the coordinate 
ring of the unique anisotropic conic over Q,, when p - l(4). Let E E Q, be a 
unit such that EE BP is a non-square. We identify $,/6zrH/2H, 1 -+ 0, 
E + 1. Then the map 
cp: W(Q,) + z/22 Q H/2Z Q z/22 Q EJ2Z 
given by cp = (rankoa’, discoa’, rankoa’, discoa’) is an isomorphism, 
where i3’ is the first residue homomorphism W(0,) + W(FP) and d’ is the 
second residue homomorphism with respect to the parameter p, identifying 
disc: 1( F,) --, 6,/k; with a map into H/2Z as above through E. 
The unique anisotropic conic/k is -(&x’+py*)=l. We have a= -E, 
b = -p, with our earlier notation we have 
f#(l,&,p,&p)=(O, l,O, l)EZ/2hOH/2HO%/2HQ2/22 
d<L E) = (0, l,O, 0) 
d<l, EP)= (to, 1, 1) 
W(k)== ann(O, l,O, 1) 
=2/22@0@2/22@0, (1, -a) W(k)‘=O, 
ann(l,ab)=O~Z/22@0@30. 
(1, -a) W(k)=OQZ/2Z’@OOO 
ann(1, -a)=E/2Z@O@E/2Z@Z/2H 
ann(1, -a>/W(k)C=Z/2U. 
Thus B’r fits into the exact sequence 
0 -+ (Z/2iq3 + 9&- + z/22 + 0 
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and W(O,[ C]) fits into the exact sequence 
Since p E 1 (4), - 1 is a square in IF, and hence in Q, so that W(Q,(C)) 
is 2-torsion. Hence W(O,[ C] ) is also 2-torsion; i.e., W( a,[ C J) is a 
vector space over Z/2B so that above sequences are split. Thus 
w(Qe,[c))7(H/27)5. 
A similar computation can be done with p E 3(4). 
Remark. By using cohomological methods, recently the author has 
been able to prove that for any nonsingular curve C over a p-adic field, 
W(C) is finitely generated. 
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